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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we will be sharing:The State of the industryUpdates from Membership, Education, and Credentialing departmentsLegislative updateDEI Goals updateWe’re going to talk about Medicaid waiver programs, workforce development and our assessment protocol initiativeFinally, we will share our efforts to raise awareness for EASThroughout the presentation, I welcome questions or feedback.  Just raise your hand.



STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the 2023 fact sheet which is reporting data from 2022.



State of  the Industr y
• 794 Total Member Centers

• 3,931 Total Individual Members

• 4,864 PATH Intl. Certified Professionals

• 46,629 Total Number of Participants

• 8,924 Participant Waiting List

• 5,210 Veterans Served

• 5,251 Equines

• Center Budget Size

• DEI Demographics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Total member centers 794 up from 744, 253 PAC’s, down from 255. Member center numbers increased by 52 centers.Total individual members holding steady at 3,931 (3928 previous year).   More on the retention campaign later in this presentation.*Total PI certified professionals 4,864 up from 4,755 Specialty programs being offered – EAL is offered at the most centers, followed by PT, OT, SLP, Recreational Therapy programs, Veterans Programming, and Psychotherapy/Counseling.  Total # of participants 46,629 up from 45,135Participant Waiting list – 8,924, down from 9,650 but still almost double pre-pandemic numbersDisabilities by the numbers – In order of frequency the top five are:  Autism Spectrum, ADD or other Hyperactivity Disorder, Developmental Delay/Disability, Learning Disability, and Emotional, Behavioral or Mental Health which made the list for the first time.  Down Syndrome is now ranked eighth.Veterans served 5,210 up from 5043Total equines 5,251 down from 5,911Center DEI demographics:  Staff is 92% white/Caucasian, 2% Black or African American, 2% Hispanic or Latino and 2% multiracial or MultiethnicCenter Participants are 74% white/Caucasian, 9% Hispanic or Latino, 7% black or African American, 4% multiracial or multiethnic and 2.5% AsianAlmost ½ of our centers have budgets of $150,000 or more reflecting a growing industryCurrent challenges reported by centers continue to be finding certified instructors, horses and volunteers.  Unfortunately, these challenges have remained the same year over year, made worse by the impact of the pandemic.  Current opportunities reported by centers include sharing with donors and the public that the CTRI credential has been accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA). This accreditation brings validity to the CTRI credential from the public’s perspective, contributing to an increased interest in individuals interested in pursuing this credential, and legislators, state Medicaid waiver programs and funders seeing this as a profession worth supporting.Ask attendees what their current challenges and opportunities are in order to listen for trends that perhaps PATH Intl. could respond to.  I am not here to solve problems, but to listen and note.The 2022 and 2023 Fact Sheets can be found on the PI webiste



STRATEGIC PLAN PRIORITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Board, staff and volunteers have been working hard on the strategic priorities that the board set in May of 2023.  Throughout this presentation, we will be updating you on the priority progress.  For an updated strategic plan, please visit the PATH Intl. website and click on About PATH Intl., strategic plans.



MEMBERSHIP UPDATE



Membership Update

PATH Intl. has been highlighting individual members 
on social media with the Member Spotlight.  

A PATH Individual Member Longevity Program is in 
development and will be launched in late spring/early 
summer.

Member recognition emails are in development.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Member Spotlights on PATH Intl.’s social media platforms began in late 2023 and have had a positive response.  In the coming year we would like to highlight our center members.  If your center is interested, please email centermembership@pathintl.org to complete a short informational form.PATH Intl. staff has been working hard on developing a program that celebrates our long-time members and will launch in late spring/early summer.  The program will highlight members who have had concurrent membership for five years or longer.PATH Intl. would like to celebrate its members by recognizing birthdays and member anniversaries.  If you haven’t added your birthday to your record you can do so in your portal.  The start of the longevity and member recognition will be announced in the eNews 



MEMBERSHIP RETENTION

Retention Numbers

• Individual membership retention has been 
consistent.

• Professional members have the strongest 
retention rate.

Focus on Increasing Retention

• Updated renewal notification process

• New benefit development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Membership Retention and reactivation continues to be one of the priorities identified by the board and leadership staff.Individual member retention has been holding steady for the last year at 57%, a first since the launch of the CTRI certification and the beginning of the pandemic.  Professional members have the strongest retention rate of the three categories at 65%, with participating members next at 60% and professional plus members at 32%PATH Intl. staff will focus on increasing retention for all levels of membership.  These are a few things in development:A “Sorry to see you go” campaign targeting those recently lapsed members Updating the process for mailing out printed renewal notifications that provides more member touchesComplete updating to automated email renewal notifications Survey the Professional Plus members to gain an understanding of why they either are not renewing or downgrading to another membership levelNew benefit development



EDUCATION UPDATE



EDUCATION STRATEGIC INITIATIVES

PATH Intl. CTRI® Study Guide

• The second edition of the PATH Intl. CTRI 
Study Guide is currently being worked on by a 
group of subject matter experts.

• The second edition is scheduled to release in 
late April.

CTRI Workshop

• An educational workshop for CTRI 
candidates is in the early planning stages.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two more board identified priorities:A second edition CTRI Study Guide is currently being worked on by a group of subject matter experts who have extensive experience mentoring and supervising CTRI candidates.  Watch the eNews for more information about the release in late April.PATH Intl. staff is currently gathering data in preparation for the creation of a PATH Intl. CTRI workshop.  The data was gathered through surveys to current and recently certified CTRI’s and mentors and supervising instructors, feedback gathered by the PATH Intl. certification department and subject matter experts.  As more information becomes available it will be shared in the eNews.



EDUCATION UPDATE

The Principles of 
Therapeutic Riding 
Workshop
• Launching in March

• Workshop in a Box

• Center Purchase

• Customize Use

• More information contact 
Melissa Gelfand 
mgelfand@pathintl.org

PATH Intl. Education 
Partners

• PATH Intl. Education Partners

• A process to recognize 
organizations providing 
multiple education 
offerings relevant to EAS 

• More information and 
application will be available on 
the PATH Intl. website or direct 
questions to 
education@pathintl.org

PATH Intl. CEU 
Approval

• PATH Intl. CEU Approval
• A process to recognize 

organizations or 
individuals providing a 
single education offering 
relevant to EAS

• More information and 
application will be available on 
the PATH Intl. website or direct 
questions to 
education@pathintl.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Principles of Therapeutic Riding Workshop. Launching in March, The PATH Intl. Principles of Therapeutic Riding workshop is a customizable workshop comprised of six individual workshop segments that can be delivered separately or as a contiguous series. The workshop segments go from a macro-level view of therapeutic riding to a micro-level view for CTRI certification preparation. The workshop series is ideal to educate a variety of audiences on the foundational concepts and considerations in delivering therapeutic riding sessions, from new Executive Directors, to volunteers, boards, granters, clients and potential clients to new instructor candidates, mentors and instructors looking for a knowledge refresh. Centers will be able to purchase the workshop as a package, receiving all of the materials and instructions necessary to successfully host it on-demand. Contact Melissa Gelfand to learn more. Price range:  $375 - $675 depending on how many certificates and manuals the center wants.PATH Intl. Education Partners is a program where organizations with education libraries relevant to EAS can apply to have their education recognized as PATH Intl. approved.  During the application process, the organization’s education is vetted and approved by the PATH Intl. Health and Education Committee.   As part of the education partner program, organizations must offer a discount to PATH Intl. members.  Leadership Adventures, Inc. is the first approved PATH Intl. Education Partner.PATH Intl. CEU Approval is a program where organizations or individuals with a single education offering relevant to EAS can apply to have that one offering approved for and assigned the appropriate CEU category.  CEU’s are approved and assigned by the appropriate PATH Intl. staff similar to the process PATH Intl. conference CEU’s are assigned.With both the Education Partner and CEU Approval programs, PATH Intl. certified professionals have additional avenues to find relevant and approved education for their certification maintenance.  More information about both programs will be posted on the PATH Intl. website and in the eNews or you can email questions to education@pathintil.org



EDUCATION UPDATE

Mentor Training 
Course

• Updates to course 

• Registration for the updated 
course coming this spring

2023 PATH Intl. 
Conference Recorded 
Sessions

• Eight new sessions available in 
the PATH Intl. Store

New Online Education 

Platform

• A new Learning Management 
System was launched in 
November

• Transition from the previous 
LMS was completed at the end 
of January

• Questions about the 
transition, email 
education@pathintl.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Mentor Training Course is currently being updated to include information about the CTRI certification, another board identified priority.  Registration for the updated course will be announced in the eNews and Education eNews.Eight new 2023 PATH Intl. Conference videos are now available in the PATH Intl. store.  These presentation are available for free for Professional Plus Members and Professional Members, $20 for Participating Members and $40 for non-members.To provide members and credentialed professionals a more user-friendly and professional experience, a new learning management system (Educadium) was launched in November.  Transition from the previous LMS was completed at the end of January. For those that were enrolled in the previous LMS system and were not able to complete a course or exam, you should have received an email about the steps to access that course or exam in the new LMS.  If you have any questions please email the education department at education@pathintl.org



Credentia l ingCREDENTIALING UPDATE



CREDENTIALING UPDATE

CTRI Certification 
Process Support

• PATH Intl. Trek to Clarity

• Educating mentors and 
supervising instructors

• CTRI Instructor Training 
Framework

• Latin American Spanish 
translation of CTRI materials

Surveys

• Executive/Program Director 
survey about CTRI 
performance

• Advanced TRI survey about 
interest in earning the CTRI 
credential

• Certified Professional 
satisfaction survey

Certificate Programs

• Equine Handling and Safety

• Equine-assisted Learning
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The credentialing department is intensely focusing resources on several initiatives to support strategic plan priorities and objectives related to elevating and expanding professionalism in EAS.We continue to expand the Trek to Clarity communication series, which is designed to bring clarity through providing background and context for the CTRI certification requirements. The last Trek to Clarity focused on defining the different roles of mentors and supervising instructors, as well as what they can provide to CTRI applicants. The communication included specific job descriptions with side-by-side comparison of qualifications and responsibilities offer clarity on the roles of mentor and supervising instructor and a supervising instructor qualifications checklist is designed for CTRI applicants to ensure they understand the qualifications required for the supervising instructor(s) signing off on each part of their CTRI application. You can find this on the PATH Intl. website About PATH Intl., Publications, Newsletters where the Trek To Clarity is archived.  In addition, you can find a link in the Mentor Networking Community on Member Connection which is open to everyone.  In March we will be releasing an educational webinar titled “Be a Star Supervising Instructor” and some regional conferences this year may include a mentor seminar, designed to update mentors on the current requirements for ALL certification programs. The PATH Intl. online and in-person mentor training is currently being revamped and will re-released in the later half of this year. In an ongoing effort to support the development and certification of PATH Intl. CTRIs and provide meaningful member center benefits, PATH Intl. has developed a training schedule for member centers to use to build or enhance their CTRI training program. This training schedule is broken into six phases, each building upon the skills of the other, and tied to CTRI application components corresponding with each phase. This framework can be customized to meet the needs of member centers, mentors and supervising instructors, and the individual candidates. Also included with the training schedule is a sample mentorship agreement that may be edited to meet a center’s needs. An email with this information will be sent to all centers and ongoing access to this resource will be provided via the Executive Directors group on Member Connection. We are also in the process of translating all CTRI applicant materials to Latin American Spanish to support the growth of inquiries from potential instructors in Mexico, Puerto Rico, Costa Rica and South America.This year, and particularly in the coming months, the credentialing department will be sending out various surveys to gather information from and about certified professionals in the field. Your participation in these surveys is greatly appreciated and instrumental in guiding the ongoing development of PATH Intl. credentials.PATH Intl. continues to expand our professional certificate programs.The Equine Handling and Safety certificate program has launched and will be available in March for any center to host. Not to be confused with the ESMHL certification, the Equine Handling and Safety certificate is designed to provide PATH Intl. members, center staff, EAS program volunteers and emerging EAS professionals with a base level, reputable credential on safely and ethically handling and caring for equines. It includes in-person testing on haltering, grooming and leading at the walk and trot followed by an online exam on general knowledge of equine health and safe handling methods. Centers who piloted the program found it to be a useful tool for determining the readiness of volunteers to become horse leaders in the center’s EAS program. The equine-assisted learning certificate program is growing at an exponential rate. The EAL certificate program provides foundational education and training on key skills of facilitation and how to conduct EAL sessions in accordance with PATH Intl. standards through an online 13 module course. Visit the EAL webpage accessible via the Credentialing menu on the PATH Intl. homepage to learn more about the course. Pricing for the course is $425 for PATH Intl. Members and $499 for non-members. Completion of the EAL certificate program leads eligibility for NEW EAL facilitator microcredentials (next slide)!



EAL Facilitator 
Microcredentials

EAL Facilitator in Education 
(EALF-Ed)

EAL Facilitator in Personal 
Development (EALF-PD)

EAL Facilitator in Organizations 
(EALF-O)

Mounted EAL Facilitator
(EALF-M)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A new offering for 2024 is microcredentials for EAL Facilitators. EAL is such a broad area of EAS that many professionals choose to provide services related to only one sector of EAL. PATH Intl. now offers EAL Facilitator microcredentials for the separate EAL service areas in order to recognize professionals for the specific competencies they possess. The microcredential structure allows professionals to customize their qualifications based on the EAL services they choose to provide, rather than requiring them to learn about and demonstrate competency in areas of EAL which do not interest them, or they do not intend to provide services in. Microcredential applicants can receive credit towards the microcredential requirements for previously completed education, training or certifications as well as professional job experience. The microcredentials can be attained through completing the PATH Intl. EAL certificate program and following a portfolio submission process, which includes a 20-minute video demonstration of EAL facilitation.  Information on the microcredentials will be sent to those that have taken the EAL foundation course first and will be released generally in the next couple of weeks.In case you need it:Why microcredentials and not certification?In the professional credentialing field, a microcredential is the recognition awarded to an individual who has demonstrated competency of a highly focused scope of knowledge, skills and abilities. Microcredentials, in general, offer a targeted way for professionals to demonstrate the knowledge, skills and abilities they acquire for their professional development and often do not require renewal or continuing education to maintain. Microcredentials also allow for expedient recognition of professionals as their competencies expand.



CREDENTIALING 
WORKSHOP AND CERTIFICATION TESTING 

PATH Intl. takes over certification 
workshop and testing registration 

• Beginning January 1, 2024, PATH Intl. Centers are 
no longer responsible for managing workshop 
registration .

• Instead, all candidates will use their PATH Intl. 
Member Portal to register and pay for all ESMHL, 
Driving and Vaulting Certification workshops and 
certification testing.

• Event registration closes 30 days prior to the start of 
the workshop – no late registrants will be accepted.

Workshop Prerequisites 

• Each discipline has its own set of workshop 
prerequisites required to be completed before a 
candidate is eligible to register for a workshop and 
testing event. 

• Once a candidate logs in, registration is available 
under the “Events” tab at the top of the screen.

• If a candidate doesn’t see any events listed, it is 
likely they are missing prerequisites – please contact 
certificationrequirements@pathintl.org for 
information. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As of January 1st of this year, PATH Intl. has changed how we manage Certification workshops and testing events. Up until this year, host sites managed payments and registration for our in-person certification events. However, with changes to prerequisites and additional support for our centers and candidates, we have chosen to take over managing registrations. Centers will still earn revenue through a host site fee of $1,000 per day.  Candidates will now use their PATH Intl. Member Portal to register for their workshops and testing, once they have completed all their prerequisites. Each certification discipline will have a different set of prerequisites so ensure you review the updated Certification Candidate Handbooks and website for more details and always feel free to reach out to our Credentialing Department if you have any questions.  



New Cer t i f icat ion Tools  
Avai lable  through the 

PATH Int l .  Member  Por ta l  

• Certification candidates can now track their 
progress online through new tools available in 
their PATH Intl Member Portal.

• To see where a candidate is in the certification 
process, they will: Log into their PATH Intl. 
Member Portal, select the “Credentialing” tab at 
the top of the screen, then select “My 
Certifications,” select the certification and then 
“review requirements.”

• This new function allows candidates to easily keep 
track of where they are in their certification 
journey.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fall of 2023, we launched a new My Certifications component of our PATH Intl. Member Portal – this new page allows certification candidates and certified professionals the ability to track their certification process online in an easy to use portal page. To access, you will log into your PATH Intl Member Portal, select the “My Certifications” tab at the top of the screen, select whichever certification you need more information on and then select “review requirements” 



UPDATES TO 
CERTIFICATION TESTING TIMELINES

AS  O F  JANUARY 2024   

• As of January 2024: Advanced TRI, ESMHL, Interactive Vaulting and Driving 
certification online exams have officially been moved to the final step of the 
certification process. 

• All Advanced TRI, Interactive Vaulting and Driving Certification candidates will be 
enrolled in their respective online exam after their on-site certification results have 
been recorded.

• Advanced TRI and Interactive Vaulting final exams remain proctored
• ESMHL and Driving certification exams are not proctored 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As of January 2024, there are some changes to the timeline in which Certification Candidates will take their online test. As of January 2024, all ESMHL, ATRI, Interactive Vaulting and Driving Candidates will be enrolled in their online exams after their in-person certification testing has been recorded at the PATH Intl offices, or if you are an ESMHL, after your portfolio has been approved. As a reminder, the ESMHL and Driving online exams are not proctored, whereas the ATRI and Interactive Vaulting remain proctored – please see the Certification Candidate Handbooks for the proctor letters and requirements. 



LEGISLATION UPDATE 
AS OF JANUARY 19

Federal-level Activity
• Freedom to Invest in Tomorrow’s Workforce Act (H.R. 1477/S.722) 

(beneficiaries could use 529 savings plan funds to pay for exam fees 
to obtain and maintain recognized private professional 
certifications and other credentials)

• 101 co-sponsors in the House of Representatives,  11 co-
sponsors in the Senate

• Tomorrow’s Workforce Coalition - 740 member organizations 

• REBUILD Skills Act (scholarships for eligible individuals for 
certification exam fees; administered by certifying organization)

• Working with Congressman Kilmer’s office to reintroduce in 
the House

• H.R. 2621 – Bureau of the Census would include a “Postsecondary 
Nondegree Awardee” category pertaining to recognized credentials

State-level Activity

• Bills that infringe on credentialing organizations’ right to 
make eligibility and competency determinations 

• Clean Slate

• Returning Citizens

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’d also like to provide a quick update on the Freedom to Invest in Tomorrow’s Workforce act, the REBUILD Skills act and other legislation that we are following as a member of the Professional Certification Coalition, or PCC.The bipartisan, bicameral Freedom to Invest in Tomorrow’s Workforce Act would expand eligible uses of tax-favorable “529” savings plans to cover costs associated with workforce training and credentialing programs. The legislation would also enable 529 plan beneficiaries to use their funds to pay for examinations necessary to obtain and maintain recognized private professional certifications and other credentials. Only accredited trainings and credentials would be recognized, so NCCA accreditation of the CTRI certification is pivotal for our instructor candidates to be able to utilize the benefits. This bill is gaining substantial support in the House and Senate, which means it could possibly be passed, and maybe even be enacted, this year.  Kathy met with legislative aides in Colorado in support of this bill.The REBUILD Skills Act would create a federally funded Career Rebuilding Scholarship Fund, administered by approved certification organizations and worker training programs, to distribute scholarships to eligible individuals who incur covered expenses by incurring certification exam fees or enrolling in a training program. Funds would cover up to the lesser of 95% or $3,000 of a program. This bill would allow PATH Intl. to issue scholarships directly to CTRI applicants. has much slower movement than the Freedom to Invest bill, though seems to have the potential to be swiftly considered, passed and enacted once it is reintroduced to the House. For bill H.R. 2621, the Bureau of the Census would include a new educational attainment category that would include a “Postsecondary Nondegree Awardee” category for recognized credentials. Again, this would pertain to accredited credentials, such as the CTRI. Having this category and the data associated with it will help expand visibility and understanding of the number of professionals holding accredited credentials, which could potentially help boost legislation in support and recognition of accredited credentials and might even increase funding or improve tax benefits for credential holders. At the state level, there continue to be a staggering amount of bills that intentionally or inadvertently infringe on credentialing organizations’ right to make eligibility and competency determinations by sanctioning state-mandated requirements, many of which may be completely irrelevant to the competencies actually required for a profession. Many of the bills include sweeping regulations that would not permit criminal background checks to be associated with eligibility or competency determinations for certification or even licensure. The PCC is tracking all of these bills and suggesting amendments to the wording of the bills to allow a more reasonable scope of regulations, considering the wide range of certification and licensure programs that exist and the vulnerable populations that might be impacted by the regulations.If you would like to learn more about any of these topics, please reach out Bret Maceyak, Director of Credentialing.



CERTIFICATION CANDIDATE HANDBOOK 
UPDATES

New Candidate Handbooks Available

Please check the respective certification’s website page for the most up-to-date 
Certification Candidate Handbooks. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, we update certification materials annually – so please ensure you have the most updated materials. Everything can be found on the Credentialing pages on our website. 



DEI Goals Update

• DEI presentations offered

• Affinity space and exhibit booth at conference

• DEI scholarship awarded

• Book club continues

• Committee updated terminology used on forms 
and applications to make them gender neutral 
and include optional demographics collection

• Committee is reviewing standards and code of 
ethics

• Working with helmet manufacturers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The board, staff and DEI committee continue to work on executing the DEI goals and objectives in the strategic plan.  DEI presentations have been offered at conferences, an affinity space and exhibit booth were at the national conference, DEI scholarships were awarded, the DEI focused book club continues, the Committee has updated our forms and applications to make them gender neutral, and to include optional demographics data collection. The committee is also reviewing standards and the code of ethics to ensure inclusive language and message and we are working with helmet manufacturers on the issue of helmets not fitting protective hairstyles or religious head coverings or cochlear implants.  The Charles Owen company in particular is interested in helping to find a solution.



PROJECT PRIORITIES UPDATE



Project  Pr ior i t ies  Update

• Medicaid Waiver Programs

• Workforce Development

• Assessment Protocol/TGEC Initiative

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are working on leveraging the accreditation of the CTRI for Medicaid Waiver reimbursement and workforce development programs.  This is a state-by-state initiative, so it will take time.  We have started conversations with the Medicaid office in Colorado.  We have also been contacted by a member in New Jersey who is working with that state’s Medicaid office and we have also started some conversations in Michigan, where (Kathy) I have presented to the state legislature as well conversations with Washington state.  In addition, we have surveyed the membership about how it works (or doesn’t) in their state and are developing a plan for which states to pursue.  I have also had conversations around workforce development in both Michigan and Kentucky.  The Assessment Protocol Initiative with Temple Grandin Equine Center continues to go well. This initiative is to gather data on the quality-of-life impact of therapeutic/adaptive riding on participants.  Based on survey feedback and the work of subject matter experts, we chose  assessments from PROMIS and NIH Toolbox and created a process for data collection.  This was piloted at three PATH Intl. centers – small, medium and large.  From that data, we determined which assessments showed the most promise and what some of the challenges are to executing on this.  We have held focus groups to brainstorm solutions to those challenges.  We will then pilot this again to a greater number of centers, most likely in the fall.  If you are interested in being a pilot center, please let me know.Our hope is to have a standardized assessment process for measuring the health and social impact of therapeutic/adaptive riding on participants that would allow us to gather this data which centers could use in aggregate to demonstrate the efficacy of this service.



RAISING AWARENESS



PANELS, PRESENTATIONS, 
INTERVIEWS, CONNECTIONS

• Herd Institute

• American Hippotherapy 
Association

• Horses and Humans 
Research Foundation

• Arabian Horse 
Association

• IAHAIO

• PATH Intl Region 
Conferences

• American Horse Council

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kathy was on two panels for the HERD Institute conference.  She was expecting to attend in-person.  Unfortunately, COVID finally caught up with her.  Luckily, she was able to be on the panels virtually.Our former Membership Manager, Adria Peterson, is now the Executive Director of AHA.  We are excited for this opportunity for Adria and look forward to continuing to work together.PATH Intl. and HHRF maintain strong connections.  HHRF has presented at several region conferences and Kathy has attended HHRF conferences and will be attending the one next weekend.Kaye Marks, Director Marketing and Communications, served as a judge for the Arabian Horse Association awards.Kathy has served on two panels for the International Association of Human Animal Interaction Organizations and will be doing a webinar with them in March.Kathy presented at multiple region conferences throughout the year on such topics as Resilience and Center Sustainability, HR best practices and the Assessment Protocol Initiative.Kathy chairs the Equine Welfare Committee for the American Horse Council, sits on the AHC’s DEI committee and attended their conference.



• Advertising—print and 
digital

• Earned Media-press 
releases

• Social Media
• Sponsors
• Equine Affaire and 

other tradeshows
• Website

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through our Google AdWords program, we are able to reach the public at a high volume. The grant funds up to $10,000 in free advertising each month and we use every bit of that. For instance, our ads earned 187,102 impressions in the past 12 months and of those individuals a whopping 12.29% clicked through to the PATH Intl. website to learn more about what we do. Speaking of some high-return numbers, our email marketing has an average open rate of 53% which is pretty unheard of. Meaning that of the 1,012,255 emails sent in the past year year, 516,608 people opened and read them and 13,675 links were clicked to learn more about our products and services.Facebook is another excellent tool for reaching outside the EAS industry. Our page has 21,935 FB followers, many of whom are not our members. The same goes for the PATH International Equine Services for Heroes Facebook page with 2,786 followers; X (that used to be Twitter) has: 1,975; LinkedIn with 2,483; and Instagram with 2,759.Our wonderful national sponsors also include their partnership information in press releases and advertising, using our “Proud Supporter” logo and shared initiatives in their social media and marketing, broadening our brand awareness even further through their channels. We have a fun social-media influencer partnership we will announce soon to expand our awareness efforts across new demographics outside the equine industry.



AQHA-PATH Intl. Equine-assisted Services American Quarter Horse of the Year

$10,000 first prize 
$5,000 second prize

2024 Winner, Hank 2024 Runner Up, Amigo

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In case you didn’t see the swirl of activity around the exciting announcement of last year’s big-cash winners, who were Hank from Bravehearts in Illinois and Amigo from Equest in Texas, we want to make sure you are aware that this year’s call for entries will happen soon. ��The only rules are that the horse must be AQHA registered and the Center must join AQHA for $60. That AQHA membership comes with a lot of great benefits too! There are all sorts of tips on the AQHA website for how to track down registration papers if you think you have a horse that was once registered but the papers were lost along the way. Information about the rules, some FAQs and the nomination form is found on the PATH Intl. website, just search AQHA and it will come up. 



CENTER 
VOLUNTEER 

RECRUITMENT 
& RETENTION 

TOOL KIT

TERMINOLOGY 
FACT SHEETS

• Tools will be available to center members this summer.

• Workgroup will meet in February and March to advise in 
the creation of the toolkit so that it aligns with centers' 
needs.

• The toolkit will include customizable resources for 
volunteer recruitment, tips and tricks for recognizing 
volunteers for their efforts and encouraging them to 
continue, and a variety of volunteer management 
resources.

• EAS Terminology Checklist for Centers

• EAS Definitions Guide for Service Providers

• EAS Definitions Guide for Researchers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our marketing and communications team are currently putting together a center volunteer recruitment and retention toolkit that will be available this summer. With the help of volunteers from the Facebook EAS volunteer managers group, they’re developing customizable tools and other resources to make this aspect of center management a little simpler.��We also want to make sure you are all aware of the terminology fact sheets we’ve created to take the guess work out of using correct and consistent industry terminology. There’s a checklist for centers to use in the community and when speaking with families, a great guide for service providers and one for researchers. All are available on the website under resources and Optimal Terminology.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also want to remind everyone that this is our first year of our every-other-year international conference schedule. Hosting a large conference each year with the rising fees for everything from meals to audio/visual just became cost-prohibitive when we strive to keep registration fees low. We’re so happy to see you taking advantage of the region conference education this year. That’s great to see. We’re hoping you’ll mark you calendars for the 2025 conference in Denver. We hope you’ll make plans to join us and work it into your budgets for next year. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any questions?
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